
OUR  COMMITMENT  TO  CLEAN  

NEW ARRIVAL EXPERIENCE
Our amazing valet team, Brand Enhance, has taken

safety protocols seriously. From wearing masks and

gloves to using wheel and gear shift coverings while

inside your car, they have you covered. 

YOUR SANCTUARY
Rest easy knowing that each room is sanitized and

disinfected between each stay. We have also removed

high-touch, reusable items from each guest room. Upon

request, you can choose to forego housekeeping to

reduce contact during your stay. You can also arrange

for amenities to simply be dropped off at your door. 

LESS CONTACT, MORE CONNECTION
Utilize the Marriott Bonvoy app to enter your guest

room with your touch-less Mobile Key.  Meeting of the

minds? We are equipped to support your next hybrid

meeting via livestreaming services.  Ask about our state

of the art audio visual services.

OUR PROMISE 
Staying knowledgeable is key. This ‘new normal’ may

evolve and change over time to reflect government

guidance and new societal expectations.  You will see

reduced capacities throughout the property including

our pool, currently open daily at 50% occupancy. 

 Looking to fit in a workout? Reservations required to

ensure equipment is property disinfected after each use.

What will never change, though, is our commitment to

keeping hotel associates, guests and customers safe and

comfortable. This is our utmost priority.

SAVOR THE FRESHEST INGREDIENTS
Enjoy Mayor's Table Pacific Pub + Kitchen, our

signature restaurant for socially distanced in restaurant

dinning, also available to-go or in room dinning.

 Looking for a quick bite? Crew Coffee + Cremerie is the

prefect place for your morning pick me up or afternoon

sweet. Hosting a meeting? Our team has implemented

safely prepared boxed cuisine options without lacking

flavor or experience.

DEEPER MORE FREQUENT CLEANING
We have enhanced cleaning protocols to disinfect every

inch of our beach house, ongoing and especially during

peak usage. This includes guest rooms, high-touch public

area items

such as elevator touch pads, and public restroom handles.

We have also added hand sanitation stations throughout

the property. 
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